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THE NUCLEAR TRAINING AND SAFETY CENTER, KSU

KSU is the general training and simulator training centre for the Swedish nuclear 
power industry. A significant part of the competence of Swedish nuclear power 
operators is built up and maintained by KSU’s training programmes, which provide 
about 14 000 pupil-days of training per year. The company also produces and ad-
ministers educational material needed for its training activities.

KSU analyses operational experience from nuclear power stations all over the 
world and shares the results to all the Swedish nuclear power plant operators. KSU’s 
Analysis Group provides society’s decision-makers and the media with information 
on nuclear power safety, ionising radiation and risk assessments and comparisons 
between different energy sources.

Founded in 1972, the company, which is part of the Vattenfall Group, is jointly 
owned by Barsebäck Kraft AB, Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB, OKG AB and Ringhals 
AB, each with 25 % of the company. There are about 180 employees, of whom 60 
are at local centres.

Over SEK 1000 million has been invested in simulators and ancillary equipment 
since the company was established. In recent years, the rate of investment has ave-
raged about SEK 60 million per year.

KSU’s headquarters are situated in Studsvik, with local centres at Ringhals, Fors-
mark and Oskarshamn.

WANO

WANO (World Association of Nuclear Operators) is an international organisation, 
founded in 1989, for increasing the safety and reliability of nuclear power by mutual 
exchange of operational experience. All utilities having a nuclear power programme 
are members, 32 countries with totally 434 units. KSU holds the WANO member-
ship for the Swedish nuclear utilities. WANO worldwide is organised in four regions 
with regional offices in Atlanta, Moscow, Paris and Tokyo. In addition there is an 
administrative office in London. KSU belongs to the WANO Paris region. 
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In safety terms, operations of the Swedish nuclear power plants in 2003 can be 
summarised as having been good, with a few exceptions: 

•   the thermal mixer problems at Barsebäck 2, see page 30.
•   the Highest Permissible Limit Value excursion at O3, which subjected the 

reactor pressure vessel to a too rapid temperature change, see page 33.
•   An INES class 1 incident at Ringhals 1, see page 23.

The Barsebäck and Oskarshamn events were not of such seriousness as to repre-
sent a threat to reactor safety, but they both had the effect of causing the National 
Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) to question safety cultures at the plants. What 
the events did do, on the other hand, was to affect operational availability.

The mixer event at Barsebäck 2 resulted in a considerable production loss, with 
the reactor being shut down twice: once for repairs, and once for investigations, 
making a total of five months. Oskarshamn 3 was shut down for almost two 
months during the autumn.

Despite the above, production from the Swedish nuclear power stations was 
much the same as during 2002. In 2003, total electricity production amounted 
to 65 TWh, as against a corresponding figure of 65.2 TWh for 2002.

The Ringhals Group, which owns the Ringhals and Barsebäck power stations, 
produced 27.9 TWh, which was somewhat short of the planned 30.7 TWh. Ring-
hals 2, however, achieved its best performance during its nearly 30-year history.

Forsmark produced nearly 24 TWh, which is the second best result in its history. 
During the year, Forsmark 3 became the power station that has produced the 
most electricity during its operating life in the Nordic countries.

For Oskarshamn the second half of the year was marked by extended shut-
downs, power failures and extensive investigations. Oskarshamn 1 was restarted 
after extensive modernisation. Oskarshamn produced a total of almost 14 TWh, 
which was 3 TWh less than during the record year of 
2001, but somewhat better than in 2002.

Coastdown operation, which improves fuel uti-
lisation prior to the refuelling outages, resulted 
in unutilised capacity of 5 %.

On average, the energy availability of the 
eleven reactors was 79 %. The PWRs at 
Ringhals had an average energy avail-
ability of 89 %, while the BWRs had 
an availability of 76 %.
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HISTORY

SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Power Plant Reactor type
Electric output
net      gross

(MWe)

Power output
(MWt)

Commercial
operation (Year)

Barsebäck 1 BWR 600 615 1800 1975*
Barsebäck 2 BWR 600 615 1800 1977
Forsmark 1 BWR 961 999 2928 1980
Forsmark 2 BWR 959 997 2928 1981
Forsmark 3 BWR 1155 1197 3300 1985
Oskarshamn 1 BWR 467 487 1375 1972
Oskarshamn 2 BWR 602 627 1800 1975
Oskarshamn 3 BWR 1160 1200 3300 1985
Ringhals 1 BWR 830 870 2500 1976
Ringhals 2 PWR 870 910 2652 1975
Ringhals 3 PWR 920 960 2775 1981
Ringhals 4 PWR 915 970 2775 1983

* Closed 1999
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COMPARISION OF REACTOR TYPES AND REACTOR GENERATIONS

BWR

The Unit Capability Factor presented by 
generation 3 and 4 of the Swedish Boiling 
Water Reactors does well in comparison 
with the international average value. The 
mean value for generations 1 and 2 is re-
duced by prolonged outages and the start-
up problems in Oskarshamn unit 1, after 
the extensive reconstruction in 2002. 

Note

The WANO values for 2003 were not 
available when printing this report.

Unit Capability Factor
WANO comparison data 2000-
2002 NPPs worldwide
BWR

84,6 % = Mean value
88,3 % = Median value

PWR

84,9 % = Mean value
86,1 % = Median value

PWR

Unit Capability for Swedish PWRs is 
still above world average for 2000–2002. 
Generation 1 reached 92.4 %.
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COMPARISION OF REACTOR TYPES AND REACTOR GENERATIONS

BWR

The mean value for the number of au-
tomatic scrams per 7000 hours critical 
was 1.91. The figure for 2002 was 0.75, 
which is more than the WANO mean 
value of  0.4.

PWR

Sweden’s three PWRs had an average of 
1.48 scrams in 2003. In 2002 there were  
0,0. WANO mean value was 0.6.

Note

The scrams shown in the histograms are 
unplanned automatic scrams at criticality 
according to the WANO definition.

WANO values for 2003 were not avai-
lable when printing this report.

Number of Reactor Scrams
WANO comparison data 2002 
NPPs worldwide
BWR

0,4 = Mean value
0,0 = Median value 

PWR

0,6 = Mean value
0,0 = Median value
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COMPARISION OF REACTOR TYPES AND REACTOR GENERATIONS

BWR

The mean value for Collective Radiation 
Exposure at the Swedish Boiling Water 
Reactors was 1.23 manSv. The mean 
value for 2002 was 1.34 manSv, which 
was lower than the WANO 2000–2002 
value of 1.8 manSv.

PWR

Collective Radiation Exposure at the 
Swedish Pressurized Water Reactors 
reached a mean value of 0,6 manSv. 
The 2002 value was 0.51 manSv, that is 
below WANO’s international compari-
son of 0,9 manSv for 2000–2002.

Note

WANOs figures for 2003 were not avai-
lable when printing this report.

Collective Radiation 
Exposure
WANO comparison data 2000-
2002 NPPs worldwide
BWR

1,8 manSv = Mean value
1,4 manSv = Median value

PWR

0,9 manSv = Mean value
0,8 manSv = Median value
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BARSEBÄCK 2

Net Production 2.3 TWh
Unit Capability 45.4 %
Utilization 44.4 %
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3rd January: Output power reduction 
due to unbalanced flow distribution in 
the feed water system.

15th January–10th March: Planned 
reduction for fault-tracing in connec-
tion with the unbalanced flow distribu-
tion. The cause was found to be that the 
thermal mixers, that had been fitted 
during the 2002 refuelling outage, had 
broke. The resulting shutdown lasted for 
seven weeks. Further details can be found 
under ‘Special reports’.

5th June: Coastdown operation started.

25th June: Output power reduction 
due to low flow in the sea water cooling 
system.

Annual refuelling outage 16th July 
– 18th August

The overhaul had been planned to last 
32 days, but became 147 days as a result 
of necessary additional work.

The following work was performed 
during the outage: refuelling, plan-
ned maintenance work, modifications, 
tests and inspections required by the 
authorities, and the company’s own 
inspections.

The reactor part

–   A containment isolation occurred 
during the outage in connection with 
testing the reactor safety valves. 

       The reason for this was found to 
be a ruptured bursting disc, which 
normally provides a seal between 
the reactor containment and the sur-
roundings. 

       Further analysis found that the disc 
had probably burst as a result of a 
hydrogen explosion, that could have 
occurred in connection with the quar-
terly testing in May. 

       That the event can be traced back 
to this particular time is because a 
minor steam leakage occurred close 
to the valve that was being tested just 
when the containment isolation chain 
operated.

       The event resulted in modifying and 
improving the devices for venting the 
safety valves and their discharge pi-
pes, using nitrogen.

–   Extensive testing of the reactor pres-
sure vessel´s pipe penetrations was 
carried out during the outage.

–   Defects were found in the level mea-
surement and bottom connections, 
which required correction.

The turbine part

–   Planned maintenance of low pressure 
turbines 1 and 2 was carried out.

       Cracks were found in some of the ro-
tor blade roots, so that the inspection 
was extended also to low pressure 
turbine 3. The crack initiators were 
dealt with by grinding them away. A 
number of rotor blades were replaced 
by blades taken from the turbine in 
the now shutdown Barsebäck 1.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 1.24 manSv.

DURING THE YEAR

–   No output power reductions due to 
national power balance requirements 
occurred during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the inte-
rests of fuel economy resulted in 
non-utilisation of a possible output 
production of 46.5 GWh, equivalent 
to about three days’ full-power out-
put.

REACTOR SCRAMS

No reactor scrams from the critical reac-
tor state have occurred during the year.

EVENTS

During the final stages of the overhaul 
inspections prior to restarting the unit 
found a water leak through the reactor 
containment’s cladding. Water from the 
condensation pool was found in spaces 
outside the containment. The water was 
emptied from the pool, and extensive 
fault-tracing started. With fuel still in the 

CoastdownDaily Average Power (%)
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Barsebäck 2 started commercial operation in 1977. It is a boiling 
water reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 
Sweden AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Oskarshamn 
2. The thermal power output is 1800 MW and the electrical output 
is 600 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.7 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas.  A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  444 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on an average. 109 control rods and the water 
flow from four external recirculation pumps are used to control 
the reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of one dual axial flow high-pressure 
turbine, three dual axial flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, 
all mounted on one shaft. Both the stator and the rotor of the 
generator are water-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of two separate trains. The 
unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through separate 
400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by four diesel 
generators and two gas turbines.

core, only a limited selection of test methods 
could be used. However, it was later decided 
that, in order to increase the number of test 
methods that could be used, the fuel should 
be lifted out of the reactor.

Work continued during September on 
attempting to find where the leak was 
occurring through the cladding of the con-
densation pool, concentrating on the lower 
toroid, where the bottom plate was secured 
to the horizontal sealing plate. Indications 
of through-cracks were found where one of 
the drain pipes was welded into the toroid. 
The cracks were repaired, but subsequent 
testing showed that this had not cured the 
problem. Work continued on looking for the 
source of the leak.

Several different methods of testing were 
used to find the leak: some of them verified 
and well-proven, and others that were veri-
fied in connection with use. Finally, when a 
vacuum was created underneath the bottom 
plate, with tracer gas applied on the other 
side, the leak was found, in a welding plate 
attached to the bottom plate. This welding 
plate provides a support for a ladder down 
to the bottom of the pool. Welding the plate 
had resulted in a burn-through, which had 
been worsened by corrosion and finally re-
sulted in leakage.

The leak was repaired, and the contain-
ment was pressure-tested at 3 bar pressure, 
both empty and with a full condensation 
pool, finally showing that the leak had been 
stopped.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure
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FORSMARK 1
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Net Production 7.4 TWh
Unit Capability 92.1 %
Utilization 88.4 %

24th January: Isolation valve testing.

24th May: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

9th June: Partial scram and power reduc-
tion of the reactor due to a fault in the 
turbine regulator.

Resetting of a turbine protection 
channel that had tripped resulted in a 
reduction of hydraulic oil pressure in the 
turbine governing system, with resulting 
reactor output power reduction and par-
tial scram. The fault 
lay in a circuit board 
in a power supply unit, 
which had a faulty 
glass fuse holder.

Annual refuelling 
outage 27th July 
– 22nd August

The annual refuelling 
outage was planned to 
last 28 days.

As during previous 
years, considerable 
importance was at-
tached to maintaining 
cleanliness of process 
systems.

The following major works were car-
ried out, in addition to refuelling, preven-
tive maintenance and testing:

The reactor part

–   Replacement of a stretch tube for one 
of the main circulation pumps.

–   Plant modification, removal of core 
spray.

The turbine part

–   Replacement of bushings on the main 
transformers.


Coastdown

Photo 1 Lifting the reactor pressure vessel head. 
Source: Forsmark.

Photo 2 Replacement of 21.5 kV 
bushing on one of the main 
transformers. 
Source: Forsmark.

Additional work

–   Inspection of the steam reheaters sho-
wed that all of them required repair.

–   Inspection of generator 12 showed 
that the ring manifold mounts had 
come undone, with about 20 parts 
lying loose inside the generator.

The outage lasted for 25 days and 22 
hours.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 0.763 manSv.

12th September: Testing the high pres-
sure turbine emergency stop valves.

17th–18th October: Power reduction to 
hot shutdown reactor for dealing with a 
leak in the reactor containment. The leak 
was in a pipe to the crud flushing flow 
for main circulation pump 6.

Daily Average Power (%)
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Forsmark 1 started commercial operation in 1980. It is a boiling wa-
ter reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Sweden 
AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Forsmark 2. The 
thermal power output is 2928 MW and the electrical output is 
961 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.46 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  676 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 161 control rods and the water flow 
from eight internal recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train con-
sists of one dual axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual axial flow 
low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on one shaft. Both 
the stator and the rotor of the generator are water-cooled.

 The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 70 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by four 
diesel generators.

DURING THE YEAR

–   Thanks to  the high demand for power 
no output power reductions due to natio-
nal power balance requirements occurred 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of 
232 GWh, equivalent to about 10 days’ 
full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

 8th April: Automatic scram was initiated 
as a result of high pressure in the reactor 
pressure vessel.

A fault in the speed control of the feed 
water pumps for turbine 12 resulted in one 
of the pumps stopping due to low pressure 
after the pump. The standby pump was shut 
down for inspection, and therefore unavailab-
le, which meant that only one of the three 
feed water pumps was left in operation.

In order to compensate for the loss of flow, 
the speed of the remaining pump was in-
creased to full speed. Unfortunately, a seized 
actuator prevented the pump speed from 
being altered. Full reactor output power, 
in combination with the loss of two feed 
water pumps, resulted in automatic output 
reduction of turbine 12 and a partial reactor 
scram. The reduced steam flow to turbine 
12, with simultaneous unaltered feed water 
flow, resulted in condensate imbalances in 
both turbines. Output from turbine 11 was 
reduced, and a manual emergency stop was 
carried out on turbine 12. Turbine 11 was 
then unable to deal with the steam flow, and 
so the reactor scrammed as a result of high 
reactor pressure.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure
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Net Production 7.3 TWh
Unit Capability 89.2 %
Utilization 87.1 %

2nd March: A voltage reduction occur-
red on a 6 kV switchboard in connection 
with a feed water pump shift, resulting 
in a reduction of the speed of two of the 
main circulation pumps to minimum 
speed.

3rd April: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

Annual refuelling outage 11th May 
– 13th June

The outage was planned to take 27 days.

The main time-determining activities 
were extensive testing in and around 
the reactor pressure vessel, removal of 
the core spray and repair of supporting 
structures for the moisture separator.

As during previous years, considerable 
importance was attached to maintaining 
cleanliness of process systems.

A number of additional jobs arose 
during the outage, as a result of crack 
indications at two mixing points (T-
pieces) in the reactor cooling/cleaning 
system, damage to the sprinkler system 
for the reactor pressure vessel flange and 
damage to a control rod drive stub.

Scrap materials from earlier work were 
found when fitting the second T-piece in 
the cooling/cleaning system. As a result, 
it was decided to cut open a weld in 

the first T-piece, which showed to be a 
sensible decision, as metal residues were 
found there as well.

Removing the core spray was a diffi-
cult, extensive job, complicated by seve-
ral additional problems such as a faulty 
spark erosion/cutting robot, which all 
combined to extend the length of the 
outage.

The problems with the robot included:
–   A defective chain in the carriage on 

which the robot was mounted.
–   A flotation buoy for the hose bundle 

to the robot came loose, and floated 
up to the surface beneath the steam 
separators.

–   When the spray structure was lifted, 
it collapsed under its own weight.

The reactor part
-    Service of 43 control rod drives.
-    Testing 24 control rod drive stubs.
-    Overhaul of 8 larger isolation valves.

The turbine part

-    Transferring a switchboard in a DC 
power supply system.

-    Replacing the low pressure rotors in 
turbine 21.

-    Renovation of the high pressure 
turbine’s throttle valves.

Miscellaneous

-    Installation of a new DC switchboard 
for control power supplies.

-    Replacement of surge diverters on the 
main transformers.

-    Replacement of sacrificial anodes in one 
of the main cooling water channels.

During startup two leaking shaft seals 
were found when carrying out hot cont-
rol rod drive tests. This necessitated 
shutting the reactor down to the cold  
state in order to replace the drive seals.

The final outage time was 35 days and 
9 hours. The collective dose during the 
outage was 1.0 manSv.

6th September: Testing the main steam 
isolation valves and the turbine high pres-
sure intercept and throttle valves.

12th September:  Testing the high pressure 
turbine’s intercept valves.

8th October: Retesting the high pressure 
turbine’s intercept valves, due to previous 
problems.

29th-30th November: Shutdown of one 
turbine due to leaks in the generator 
cooling system.

DURING THE YEAR

–   Thanks to the high demand for power 
no output power reductions due to 
national power balance requirements 
occurred during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the inte-
rests of fuel economy resulted in 
non-utilisation of a possible output 



Coastdown


Daily Average Power (%)
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Forsmark 2 started commercial operation in 1981. It is a boiling 
water reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 
Sweden AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Forsmark 
1. The thermal power output is 2928 MW and the electrical output 
is 959 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.46 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  676 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 161 control rods and the water flow 
from eight internal recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train con-
sists of one dual axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual axial flow 
low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on one shaft. Both 
the stator and the rotor of the generator are water-cooled. 

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 70 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by four 
diesel generators.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure

production of 78 GWh, equivalent to 
about three days’ full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

 10th May: When shutting down the plant 
prior to the refuelling outage a reactor scram 
occurred, due to changeover of electrical sys-
tem supply connections in preparation for 
replacing a switchboard. The work was ori-
ginally planned to be carried out later during 
the outage, but was brought forward in order 
to save time. Its effects on the reactor during 
operation had not been analysed. 

As a result, the power supply to the pres-
sure regulator was interrupted, generating a 
reactor scram.

 12th June: A scram occurred during nuclear 
heating prior to hot actuator tests, due to a 
changeover switch in the power output measu-
rement system being in the wrong position.

When raising the temperature after refuel-
ling, the WRNM switch must be in the active 
position until global criticality has been achie-
ved, after which it must be changed over 
in order to allow the output power to be 
increased. This switch was not mentioned in 
the instructions after it had been modernised 
during the spring.

 14th June: Reactor scram due to operation 
of the wrong pushbutton.

A logic channel tripped at about 8 % 
reactor output. The reactor operator tried 
unsuccessfully to find the reason for the fault. 
It was decided to attempt to reset the chan-
nel, but the wrong pushbutton was operated, 
initiating a manual scram. The reason for the 
logic channel having tripped was because a 
key interlock had not been reset.
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Net Production 9.1 TWh
Unit Capability 96.9 %
Utilization 89.9 %

11th January: A fault in an inverter 
supplying one of the main circulation 
pumps.

2nd March: Isolation valve testing.

31st March: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

Annual refuelling outage 23rd June 
– 4th July

The outage was planned to last 12 days.

During the outage, it was at all times 
the refuelling operation and work in the 
reactor hall that were the time-determi-
ning activities. 

As during previous years, considerable 
importance was attached to maintaining 
cleanliness of process systems.

In addition to refuelling, preventive 
maintenance and testing the following 
major items of work were carried out:

The reactor part

–   Replacement of supports in the mois-
ture separator.

–   Modification of stabilisation stays on 
the main circulation pumps.

The turbine part

–   Work on the main barring unit.
–   Repairs to shaft seals in low pressure 

turbine 3, due to rubbing.
–   Preparations for replacing the low 

pressure turbines in 2004.
The actual outage time was 10 days 

and 13 hours.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 0.15 manSv.

17th–20th July: Output power limitation 
due to high sea water temperatures.

Coastdown

Photo 3 Support for the moisture separator. Source: Forsmark. Photo 4 Lifting the outer housing from the low pressure 
turbine. Source: Forsmark.

Daily Average Power (%)
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Forsmark 3 started commercial operation in 1985. It is a boiling wa-
ter reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Sweden 
AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Oskarshamn 3. 
The thermal power output is 3300 MW and the electrical output 
is 1155 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.6 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

 The Reactor Core consists of  700 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 169 control rods and the water flow 
from eight internal recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of one dual axial flow high-pressure 
turbine, three dual axial flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, 
all mounted on one shaft. The stator of the generator is water-cooled 
and the rotor is hydrogen-cooled. 

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 70 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by four 
diesel generators.

30th July: Reactor output power reduction 
and partial scram initiated due to unjustified 
stop of one of the high pressure feed heater 
drain pumps.

A circuit board fault caused the function 
group for the high pressure feed water hea-
ter drain pumps to trip, without producing 
an alarm, so that condensate levels rose in 
the feed water heater drain vessels. This had 
the effect of reducing the reactor output to 
below 80 % and bypassing the feed water 
heaters. Reactor power then increased to 
over 80 % as a result of the colder feed water, 
again initiating an output power reduction 
to below 80 %. This sequence was repeated 
once more, finally causing the output power 
to enter a forbidden range, and thus automa-
tically initiating a partial scram.

21st September: Fault in the control valve for 
draining the turbine’s moisture separator.

30th November: Isolating valve test.

DURING THE YEAR

–   Thanks to  the high demand for power 
no output power reductions due to natio-
nal power balance requirements occurred 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of 
554 GWh, equivalent to about 19 days’ 
full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

No reactor scrams from the critical reactor 
state have occurred during the year.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure
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Net Production 3.1 TWh
Unit Capability 75.7 %
Utilization 74.7 %

January: Test operation throughout the 
month after conclusion of the MOD pro-
ject. There were two manual shutdowns 
and two reactor scrams.

February: The new turbine was suffering 
from running-in problems, with vibration 
forcing a reduction in output. There were 
two manual shutdowns, in order to be 
able to carry out work on the turbine.

March:  Continued problems with tur-
bine vibration necessitated a further two 
manual shutdowns.

7th May: Output reduction due to seal-
ing problems in connection with shutting 
down a part of the scram system.

25th May: Core stability measurements. 
Regular testing of the main steam isola-
tion valves and the blowdown system.

July: Output power limitations during 
the month due to high sea water tem-
peratures.

15th-16th July: Problems continued 
with the scram system. Output power 
was reduced to enable further work to 
be carried out on the system.

30th July: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

13th-14th August: A leak of governing 
oil was found in the turbine plant, and 

was traced to an oil pipe to one of the 
turbine emergency stop valves. A manual 
shutdown was started, but was followed 
by a reactor scram due to a fault in the 
equipment.

Annual refuelling outage 24th August 
– 6th October

The annual refuelling outage was plan-
ned to take 22 days, from 24th August 
to 14th September. It had originally been 
intended to start 15 days earlier, but was 
postponed in order to make better use 
of the fuel.

The planned outage time was exceeded 
by 20.5 days, mainly due to a greater 
need for service of control rod drives 
and cleaning the reactor pressure vessel, 
as a result of flaking fuel boxes, which 
extended the duration of the outage by 
about 16 days. A further delay was caused 
by problems when testing the emergency 
cooling water system, and by two scrams 
when the plant was restarted.

Larger jobs carried out during the 
outage included:

-    Software modifications in the central 
digital control equipment system.

-    Work on valves in the scram system.
-    Replacement of a main circulation 

pump.

-    Service of 54 control rod drives.
-    Sludge removal from the reactor pres-

sure vessel.
-    Testing pipe connections for the main 

steam pipes in the reactor pressure 
vessel.

-    Replacing pipe bends in the feed 
water system.

-    Replacing pipes around drain tanks in 
the main steam system.

-    Correction of leaks in the isolation 
valves for the auxiliary condenser.

-    Introduction of a new system for zinc 
dosing the feed water.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 0.75 manSv.

DURING THE YEAR

The new, modernised turbine that was in-
stalled during the MOD project resulted 
in a gross increase in output of 22 MW, 
to 487 MW.

High sea water cooling temperature 
during July and August necessitated 
output power reductions, corresponding 
to an energy loss of 10.3 GWh.

-    There were no reductions in output 
due to national power balance requi-
rements during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the inte-
rests of fuel economy resulted in 
non-utilisation of a possible output 
production of  22.1 GWh, equivalent 
to two days’ full-power output.



Coastdown

      
Daily Average Power (%)
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Oskarshamn 1 started commercial operation in 1972. It is a boi-
ling water reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 
Sweden AB (ASEA Atom). The thermal power output is 1375 MW 
and the electrical output is 445 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.45 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  448 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on an average. 112 control rods and the water 
flow from four external recirculation pumps are used to control 
the reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of one radial flow high-pressure tur-
bine with two counter rotating shafts. On each shaft there are one 
single and two dual axial flow low-pressure turbines. The unit has 
two generators, one on each shaft. The stators of the generators are 
water-cooled and the rotors are hydrogen-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of two separate trains. The 
unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through separate 
130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by two diesel generators 
and two gas turbines (shared with Oskarshamn 2).

REACTOR SCRAMS

Nine automatic reactor scrams occurred 
during the year, which must be regarded 
as reasonable after the substantial changes 
made as a result of the MOD project of 2002. 
Several of them occurred at low power, with 
the causes in some cases being due to equip-
ment faults.

 2nd January: A scram occurred in con-
nection with bringing feed heater 4 on line 
at a pressure of about 60 bar, during nuclear 
temperature-raising.

 7th January: A scram in connection with 
high and low levels in the reactor.

 11th February: A scram at 20 % dump 
steam operation, caused by a design fault in 
the turbine protection system.

 8th June: Scram caused by unwarranted 
operation of a safety valve in the scram 
system.

 22nd July: Scram in connection with loss 
of power supply to function processors.

 13th August: Scram due to high pressure 
in the condenser in connection with external 
leakage.

 4th October: Scram in connection with a 
fault in the reactor’s pressure regulator.

 5th October: Scram due to manual closure 
of the main steam isolation valves.

 25th December: A governing oil leak 
was again found in the turbine plant, and 
again from an oil pipe to one of the turbine 
emergency stop valves. A manual turbine 
emergency stop was initiated, and the gover-
ning oil system was stopped, which in turn 
resulted in a reactor scram.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure
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Net Production 3.1 TWh
Unit Capability 59.4 %
Utilization 58.3 %



Coastdown

8th March: Regular test of the main 
steam isolation valves and the turbine 
governing valves.

9th April: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

Annual refuelling outage 11th May 
– 27th September

The annual refuelling outage was planned 
to take 54 days, but it was extended, due 
to additional maintenance work required 
on the pipe connections on the reactor 
pressure vessel for the level measuring 
system. This work resulted in damage to 
the core grid, and the repair of which 
extended the outage time further.

Larger jobs that were carried out 
during the outage included:

The reactor part

-    A new moderator tank lid.
-    Inspections of the pipe connection 

stubs for the emergency core cooling 
system, boron injection and level 
measurement systems.

-    Cleaning (decontamination) of the 
main circulation pumps and the 
reactor water cleanup system, in order 
to reduce the dose level to personnel 
working on them.

-    Replacement of bypass and inspec-
tion pipes in the main circulation 
system.

-    Replacement of mixers in T-pieces in 
the feed water, auxiliary feed water 
and residual heat removal systems.

-    Replacement of materials in the feed 
water connection stubs.

The turbine part

-    Major service of the turbine and ge-
nerator.

-    A new station transformer was instal-
led.

-    Continued pipe replacement in the 
sea water cooling system.

Miscellaneous

-    A zinc dosing system was installed 
during the outage. In combination 
with system decontamination, this 
will reduce the accumulation of ra-
dioactivity in the longer term.

During start-up, with the reactor pres-
sure vessel pressurised, steam leakages 
were indicated from an internal isolating 
valve in the main steam system, and from 
three valves in the blowdown system. 
The unit was synchronised to the grid 
in order to check whether there were any 
more faults. After operating briefly, the 

unit was stopped for two days in order 
to rectify the steam leaks and to balance 
the turbine.

After restarting on 30th September, it 
was necessary to stop the plant again in 
order to balance the turbine once more.

The outage lasted for 139 days.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 2.27 manSv.

October: Output reduction at the end of 
October in order to reduce the tempe-
rature in the main transformer. The high 
temperature was caused by interference 
on the grid caused by a high level of solar 
activity, which exceeded values of earlier 
years. Current research projects made it 
possible to detect the activity level, with 
the result that new measurement equip-
ment has now been installed.

November: The grid disturbances due 
to solar activity continued for a further 
day.

29th November: Regular test of the 
main steam isolating valves and turbine 
throttle valves.

December: There were problems with 


Daily Average Power (%)
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Oskarshamn 2 started commercial operation in 1975. It is a boi-
ling water reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 
Sweden AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Barsebäck 
2. The thermal power output is 1800 MW and the electrical output 
is 602 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.5 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  444 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 109 control rods and the water flow 
from four external recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of one dual axial flow high-pressure 
turbine, three dual axial flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, 
all mounted on one shaft. The stator of the generator is water-cooled 
and the rotor is hydrogen-cooled. 

The Electric Power System consists of two separate trains. The 
unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through separate 
400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by two diesel 
generators and two gas turbines (shared with Oskarshamn 1).

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure

the output regulator throughout December, 
resulting in marginal losses of production.

DURING THE YEAR

-    There were no reductions in output due 
to national power balance requirements 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests 
of fuel economy resulted in non-utili-
sation of a possible output production 
of 28.5 GWh, equivalent to two days’ 
full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

 11th May: Manual scram due to high con-
denser pressure in connection with shutdown 
prior to the annual refuelling outage.

 1st October: Scram in connection with 
engagement/disengagement of feed water 
heating, which resulted in cold water being 
delivered to the reactor pressure vessel and 
so increasing the reactor output.

 3rd October: Scram as a result of change-
over between pressure control systems, the 
reactor to the turbine.
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Net Production 7.7 TWh
Unit Capability 77.9 %
Utilization 76.1 %

Valves and safety systems are tested 
monthly, as can be seen in the production 
diagramme above. The loss of production 
resulting from these tests varies between 
700 and 1000 MWh.

11th May: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

Annual refuelling outage 15th June 
– 9th July

The annual refuelling outage was plan-
ned to last for 23 days, but exceeded this 
by a little over one day when problems 
were encountered with generator sealing. 
The generator had undergone a larger 
overhaul during the outage, including 
replacement of the rotor.

Larger jobs that were carried out 
during the outage included:

The reactor part

-    Testing the pipe connections to the 
reactor pressure vessel for the feed 
water system, the residual heat re-
moval system, the emergency core 
cooling system and connections for 
the level measuring system in the 
reactor pressure vessel.

-    Service of three of the main circula-
tion pumps.

-    Fitting lead screening insulation on 
parts of the core emergency cooling 
system in order to reduce the collec-
tive dose to personnel working inside 
the reactor containment.

The turbine part

-    Inspection and repair of the low pres-
sure turbines.

-    Inspection of the high pressure tur-
bine.

-    Replacement of the generator rotor.
-    Maintenance of the condenser cooling 

water pumps.
-    Replacement of drainage pipes in the 

condenser flash tanks.
-    Inspection, testing and repair of heat 

exchangers in the condensate sys-
tem.

-    Replacement of sprinkler pipes in the 
fire-fighting system.

The operating season started on 9th July. 
After about two hours the turbine was 
stopped in order to deal with problems 
with governing oil and the generator 
breaker. The unit was reconnected to 
the grid later that day.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 0.27 manSv.

23rd September–16th November: The 
unit was shut down until 14th Novem-
ber for investigating the overtemperature 
event on 23rd September.

The reactor was manually scrammed in 
response to low level in the condenser. 
This in turn was caused by a water leak 
as a result of a fault in the condensate 
filtering plant (see ‘Special reports’).

Total production loss due to the event 
was 1561 GWh.

After successful completion of additio-
nal tests, followed by a normal restarting 
procedure, the station was resynchronised 
to the grid on 16th November, reaching 
full output on 17th November.

1st December: Output power reduction 
and a partial scram in connection with 
calibrating measurement points in the 
reactor instrumentation system.

CoastdownDaily Average Power (%)
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Oskarshamn 3 started commercial operation in 1985. It is a boi-
ling water reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 
Sweden AB (ASEA Atom) and of the same generation as Forsmark 
3. The thermal power output is 3300 MW and the electrical output 
is 1160 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.6 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of 700 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 169 control rods and the water flow 
from eight internal recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of one dual axial flow high-pressure 
turbine, three dual axial flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, 
all mounted on one shaft. The stator of the generator is water-cooled 
and the rotor is hydrogen-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by 
four diesel generators.

DURING THE YEAR

Net production was 1168 GWh less than 
budgeted, primarily as a result of the shut-
down from 23rd September until 16th 
November.

-    There were no reductions in output due 
to national power balance requirements 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests 
of fuel economy resulted in non-utili-
sation of a possible output production 
of 101 GWh, equivalent to 3.7 days’ 
full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

No reactor scrams from the critical reactor 
state have occurred during the year.

Energy Capability and Utilization

Production Loss

Scrams

Collective Radiation Exposure
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Net Production 5.1 TWh
Unit Capability 70.5 %
Utilization 70.3 %

4th March: Output power reduction due 
to a fault in the level regulator of a feed 
water heater.

30th March: Output power reduction 
due to a grid transmission problem in 
western Sweden.

19th April: Output power reduction to 
enable repair of a leak in the auxiliary 
feed water system.

16th June: The reactor was manually 
stopped due to a leak in the reactor con-
tainment. A crack had occurred in one of 
the pipes in the reactor’s level measuring 
system. The repair was complicated, due 
to the fact that it was difficult to reach 
the site, and the resulting shutdown las-
ted for 40 days.

6th August: Output power reduction 
due to high motor temperatures in two 
main cooling water pumps caused by the 
build-up of mussels.

11th August: Output power limitation 
due to high sea water temperature.

13th August: Continued problems with 
high motor temperatures for the main 
cooling water pumps. One pump stop-
ped automatically. One turbine manually 
stopped. A manually initiated partial 
reactor scram due to vacuum problems 
in the condenser of the other turbine.

15th August: Coastdown operation 
started.

Annual refuelling outage 30th August 
– 21st October

The annual refuelling outage took 52 
days and 20 hours, as against a planned 
40.5 days.

The two large projects REM (New 
moderator tank lid) and DEAR (modi-
fications to the feed water pipes within 
the containment) have determined the 
time required for the outage. They were 
successfully concluded, but involved 
very considerable effort on the part of 
the personnel concerned.

The reactor part

Inspection of the reactor containment 
revealed leakage from one of the control 
rod drives. The source was the connec-
tion of a purging flow pipe. The connec-
tion was plugged, and the drive unit has 
been taken out of service.

–   One of the main circulation pumps 
was replaced.

–   The moderator tank lid should have 
been replaced during the previous 
year’s outage, but the supplier could 
not complete the lid in time. The 
work was therefore done this year.

–   The DEAR project (Dynamic Effects 
of a Pipe Break) consisted of repla-
cing the feed water pipes between 
the reactor pressure vessel and the 
internal isolation valves. Pipe break 
valves were installed together with 
new anchor points for the pipes.

The turbine part

–   Turbine 11 was inspected for blade 
cracks, as cracks had been found 
during the previous year’s inspec-
tion in the roots of six blades. Five 
blades were found with cracks, four 
of them being old blades and one that 
had been fitted the previous year. As a 
result, the inspection was extended. A 
system for measuring harmful vibra-
tion was installed in the part of the 
turbine in question.

–   All the tubes in the sealing and lea-
kage steam coolers of both turbines 
were replaced, as a result of previous 
leakage. A number of tubes were also 
replaced in the lubricating oil systems’ 
coolers, as several leaks had occurred 
during the operating season.

–   Generator 11 was given a partial 
inspection, including work such as 
leak tracing, flow measurement, pres-
sure and vacuum testing of the stator 
winding, pressure testing of the rotor, 
turning the sliprings etc.

–   In  Turbine 12 one of the low pressure 
rotors was lifted out for inspection of 
the blades due to the fact that cracks 
had been found in blades of the same 
stage in Turbine 11. No cracked blades 
were found.

CoastdownDaily Average Power (%)
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Ringhals 1 started commercial operation in 1976. It is a boiling wa-
ter reactor (BWR) manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Sweden 
AB (ASEA Atom). The thermal power output is 2500 MW and the 
electrical output is 830 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.5 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of  648 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. 157 control rods and the water flow 
from six external recirculation pumps are used to control the 
reactor power.

The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train 
consists of one  single axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual 
axial flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on 
one shaft. The stators of the generators are water-cooled and the 
rotors are hydrogen-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by 
four diesel generators.

–   Two of the condenser outlet chambers 
for the main cooling water system were 
repaired and painted. Manholes were also 
replaced.

The collective dose for the outage was 
2.31 manSv. 

30th October-6th November: One turbine 
was taken out of operation due to leakage in 
the suction line to the feed water pumps. 

DURING THE YEAR

–   An output power reduction due to natio-
nal power balance requirements resulted 
in a production loss of 3.1 GWh, equiva-
lent to 3.5 hours’ full output.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of  
11.7 GWh, equivalent to slightly more 
than half a day’s full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

No reactor scrams from the critical reactor 
state have occurred during the year.

EVENTS

One Class 1 INES event occurred during 
the year, when switching from 400 kV to 
130 kV in connection with output power 
reduction prior to the annual outage. Two of 
the diesel-backed switchboards were found 
not to be energised. The fault was traced to 
the logic circuits in a circuit-breaker, having 
the effect of two of the four standby diesel 
generators (one on each of the A and B sides) 
not being ready for operation. As a result, 
neither of the sides was ready for operation, 
which represented an excursion outside the 
safety-technical operating conditions. As this 
also could have happened during operation, 
it has been decided after careful considera-
tion that this event should be classified as 
an INES 1.

Energy Capability and Utilization
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Net Production 6.8 TWh
Unit Capability 92.4 %
Utilization 90.7 %

12th April: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

23rd May: Output power reduction prior 
to overhaul and refuelling outage.

Annual refuelling outage 23rd May 
– 15th June

The refuelling outage took 23 days, as 
against a planned 24 days.

During the outage refuelling, planned 
maintenance measures, modifications, 
statutory testing and inspection and 
the company’s own inspections were 
carried out.

Although the amount of maintenance 
work carried out was normal, the amount 
of testing was greater than normal, inclu-
ding a 10-year test of the reactor pressure 
vessel.

The reactor part

–   The reactor pressure vessel exami-
nation did not find any detectable 
changes relative to the previous 
examination, carried out in 1993.

–   Visual inspection of the outside of 
the reactor pressure vessel lid found 
a smaller quantity of boron (about 
5 gram). Analyses showed that it was 
old boron, which means that there is 
nothing that indicates a leak.

–   The bottom of the reactor pressure 
vessel was cleaned and visually in-
spected. No leakage was found.

–   Extensive measures have been taken 
in order to eliminate the risk of hy-
draulic locking of wedge gate valves.

–   A shaft seal was replaced on one of 
the reactor cooling water pumps.

–   The internals of the gearbox of a 
charging pump were replaced.

Turbine and electrical part
–   The high pressure and low pressure 

turbines were inspected in accordance 
with the predetermined checklist. 

–   Cracks were found in the stem of 
one of the combined intercept and 
throttle valves on high pressure tur-
bine 22. A complete valve head and 
stem was fitted.

–   The flat plate heat exchangers in 
the generators’ cooling water system 
were renovated in advance of future 
generator replacement.

–   The main generator transformers 
were fitted with an additional cooling 
circuit in order to counter the aging 
of the transformer winding insulation 
that was occurring as result of high 
temperature.

The collective dose during the outage 
was 0.37 manSv.

2nd-3rd July: One turbine was taken 
out of operation due to leakage in the 
generator cooling water system.

24th-31st July: Generator output reduc-
tion due to high sea water temperature. 

August: Reduced generator output due 
to high sea water temperature.

REACTOR SCRAMS 
 22nd April: The reactor was scram-
med when two reactor cooling water 
pumps stopped because their power 
supply tripped. In preparation for work 
of replacing relay protection for one of 
the switchboards that supply the reactor 
cooling water pumps and other equip-
ment, a test handle had been fitted to 
a faulty test device. When being fitted, 
the test device had been confused with 
a different type of device. The result 
was that the differential protection of a 
transformer operated, disconnecting the 
power supply to the power station’s A 
and C distribution systems.

Apart from the pressure relief valve on 
one of the steam generators, all safety 
functions operated as intended.

 23rd April: The following day, when 
being restarted, the reactor again scram-
med, from low power, as a result of a 
‘Reactor Output Exceeds 10 % while 
the Turbine Emergency Stop Valves are 
Closed’ logic condition in the reactor’s 
protection system.

The reactor had unintentionally 
reached 10 % output due to the effect 
of oscillations in the reactor coolant 
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Ringhals 2 started commercial operation in 1975. It is a pres-
surized water reactor (PWR) manufactured by Westinghouse. The 
thermal power output is 2652 MW and the electrical output is 
870 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.5 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

 The Reactor Core consists of  157 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. The reactor power is controlled by 
48 control rods and by adjusting the boron content in the primary 
system coolant.

 The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train 
consists of one dual axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual axial 
flow low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on one shaft. 
The stators and the rotors of the generators are water-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by 
four diesel generators.

temperature. At the end of the operating 
cycle, feedback to the reactor output power 
resulting from changes in the reactor coolant 
temperature is considerable, and operation of 
the steam dump system caused fluctuations 
in the reactor coolant temperature that in 
turn influenced the reactor output power. 
Failure to take steps to reduce the rate of 
increase resulted in the reactor output po-
wer rising to over 10 %, thus generating the 
scram.

All safety systems and automatic condi-
tions operated as intended.

 23rd May: Unintentional safety injection 
and a reactor scram were caused by a fault in 
the dump control system. The fault occurred 
at low reactor output power, and at a time 
when output power was being reduced prior 
to the annual outage.

All safety systems and automatic condi-
tions operated as intended.

The fault was later located to a poor con-
tact between a sleeve and a contact device.

 23rd October: A reactor scram was caused 
by the tripping of two motor-generator units 
for power supply to the control rod operating 
system. As a result, the control rods fell into 
the core under their own weight.

All safety systems and automatic condi-
tions operated as intended.

DURING THE YEAR

–   No output power reductions due to natio-
nal power balance requirements occurred 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of  
129.2 GWh, equivalent to about 6.2 
days’ full-power output.
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Net Production 6.7 TWh
Unit Capability 85.1 %
Utilization 84.4 %

18th February: Thermal output power 
was raised to the original 100 % level 
after the feed water flow sensors had 
been calibrated. Before calibration, they 
were displaying a higher value than was 
actually the case.

31st March: Coastdown operation star-
ted.

Annual refuelling outage 30th April 
– 21st June

The annual refuelling outage and over-
haul was completed in the planned time 
of 51 days. During this period, fuel was 
replaced, planned maintenance measu-
res were carried out, modifications were 
made, tests required by the authorities 
were carried out and the company’s own 
inspections were performed.

Other work carried out included the 
following:

–   Repair of cracks in the welded joints 
between the reactor pressure vessel 
and the reactor cooling water circuit 
pipes.

–   Work on the pressure relief pipe from 
the pressurizer. 

–   Repositioning of safety-related equip-
ment in cubicles in relay rooms.

In addition, a further item of work that 
was planned at only a late stage involved 

dealing with wedge gate valves, which 
were regarded as being at risk of hydrau-
lic locking.

The previous year’s experience in Ring-
hals 4, when repairs were carried out to 
the welds of joints between the reactor 
pressure vessel and the cooling water 
circuits for the first time, meant that the 
corresponding repairs in R3 could be car-
ried out over three days more quickly 
than had been planned.

The reactor part
–   Scheduled inspection of the inlet and 

outlet joints. 
–   The joints for the pipe connections 

on the pressurizer were inspected. 
–   The reactor pressure vessel head was 

inspected visually. No signs of leakage 
were detected.

–   The exterior of the reactor pres-
sure vessel bottom was cleaned by 
high-pressure blasting, and then 
inspected. No abnormal indications 
or points to note were reported.

–   Half of all the steam generator tubes 
was inspected. No cracks or crack-like 
defects were found.

–   Several large tanks were internally in-
spected. In the case of the condensate 
storage tank, it was found that the 
external metal cladding of the top of 

the tank required repair. Minor areas 
of corrosion attack were repainted.

–   The annual inspection of the three 
reactor cooling water pumps was car-
ried out. This also included inspec-
tion of the main bolted joints on the 
pump casings. No comments were 
reported. 

The turbine and electrical part
–   Examination, internal inspection and 

leak testing of high pressure feed wa-
ter heaters and one reheater.

–   Generator 31: Inspection after remo-
ving the stator endplates.

–   Generator 32: Inspection after remo-
ving the stator endplates, together 
with internal inspection using spe-
cial robot equipment. Damage was 
found to the rotor, which necessitated 
removing it for repair.

–   Replacement of old electromechani-
cal relays by new ones. 

Restarting the unit was delayed by 
about three days, due to a leaking safety 
valve on one of the steam generators.

The collective dose for the outage was 
0.64 manSv.

26th June: A turbine emergency stop oc-
curred in connection with fault-tracing 
on a circuit board.

July and August: Output power varied, 
due to high sea water temperature.

20th-21st September: Output reduction 
for replacement of thermal insulation on 
a suction valve. Fibrous insulation was 
replaced by metallic insulation.

CoastdownDaily Average Power (%)
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Ringhals 3 started commercial operation in 1981. It is a pres-
surized water reactor (PWR) manufactured by Westinghouse and 
of the same generation as Ringhals 4. The thermal power output is 
2775 MW and the electrical output is 920 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.4 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of 157 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. The reactor power is controlled by 
48 control rods and by adjusting the boron content in the primary 
system coolant. 

The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train con-
sists of one dual axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual axial flow 
low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on one shaft.  The 
stators and the rotors of the generators are water-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by 
four diesel generators.

REACTOR SCRAMS

 23rd-25th September: A reactor scram 
occurred as a result of the major grid failure 
that struck southern Sweden at that time. 

Normally, the plant should withstand the loss 
of the external grid connection, and reduce out-
put to house turbine mode, so that the turbines 
are supplying the plant with power.

However, this operating mode failed after 
about 30 seconds, due to a fault in control-
ling the discharge of dump steam to turbine 
32’s condenser.

As a result, the condenser of turbine 31 was 
incapable of dealing with the excess steam, 
and so an emergency stop was initiated as a 
result of high condenser pressure. 

This resulted in one of the reactor cooling 
water pumps stopping, due to a loss of power 
supply on the A-side non-favoured switch-
board. The reactor then scrammed due to low 
flow in a reactor cooling water circuit, causing 
turbine 32 to trip as a result of the scram and 
so also de-energising the B-side switchboard.

All the safety systems operated as intended, 
and the diesel-backed favoured switchboard was 
energised by the standby diesel generators.

Restarting was delayed primarily by limited 
availability of auxiliary feed water, and by the 
need to manufacture a new valve breast for a 
valve for turbine 31 that was damaged.

DURING THE YEAR

–   No output power reductions due to natio-
nal power balance requirements occurred 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of  
46.5 GWh, equivalent to about two 
days’ full-power output.
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Net Production 7.0 TWh
Unit Capability 89.1 %
Utilization 88.8 %

30th March: Output power reduction, 
due to a grid capacity limitation in the 
west coast area of the grid.

12th April: Two turbine emergency stops 
due to high level in a drain tank, caused 
by failure of a double pump and by fai-
lure of the emergency drain valve for the 
tank to open sufficiently.

21st July: Coastdown operation started.

Annual refuelling outage 31st July – 5th 
September

The refuelling outage was planned to 
take 26 days, but actually lasted for 36 
days. 

An unintentional safety injection 
occurred during the shutdown prior 
to the annual refuelling outage. While 
reducing the temperature of the reactor 
cooling system in order to enable the 
steam generator safety valves to be tes-
ted, a ‘High Steam Flow with Low-Low 
Reactor Coolant Temperature’ trip con-
dition occurred. This was caused by in-
correct operation of the steam dumping 
system, and resulted in automatic safety 
injection. All safety functions operated 
as intended.

During the outage refuelling, planned 
maintenance work, modifications, tests 
and inspections required by the authori-

ties, and the company’s own inspections 
were carried out.

Larger jobs were:
–   Modifications to the pressurizer’s 

pipe to the blow-off tank to elimi-
nate static stresses to the pipe, as well 
as to reduce the dynamic stresses in 
connection with blow-off.

–   Replacement of sealing connections  
for detector pipes into the reactor 
core.

–   Preparatory work prior to replacing 
the reactor pressure vessel head next 
year.

The reactor part

–   Extensive 10-year testing of the reac-
tor pressure vessel was carried out 
during the outage, involving testing 
virtually all the welds in the tank.
No defects were found that could 
indicate possible deterioration.

–   The exterior of the reactor pressure 
vessel head was visually inspected, 
looking for boron precipitation that 
would indicate leakage. No signs of 
leakage were found.

–   The exterior of the reactor pressure 
vessel was cleaned by water jetting, 
followed by visual inspection. Not-
hing was found to indicate leakage.

–   The steam generator tubes were 
tested, with a total of 29 being plug-
ged due to indicated defects. The se-
condary side was flushed to remove 
sludge.

–   In order to eliminate the risk of hy-
draulic locking of wedge gate valves, 
which would prevent the valves from 
being opened, modifications had been 
carried out on valves regarded as be-
ing at risk.

–   Annual inspection of the three reac-
tor cooling water pumps was carried 
out, including inspection of the main 
pump casing bolted joints. No defects 
were found.

–   One pump unit of the two residual 
heat cooling pumps was replaced, as 
was one of the pump units in the 
three charging pumps.

The turbine part

–   Inspection of the turbine governor 
casing together with measurement 
of clearances.

–   Inspection of the pressure limiter and 
dump steam limiter.

–   Cleaning the sea water side of the 
condensers.

The electrical part

–   Inspection of bearings in generator 
41 and the rotor was inspected with 
the end plates removed, using the 
“KUDAR” robot equipment.

–   The exciter rotor of generator 42 was 
replaced, and leak-testing was carried 
out on the main generator rotor.

CoastdownDaily Average Power (%)
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Ringhals 4 started commercial operation in 1983. It is a pres-
surized water reactor (PWR) manufactured by Westinghouse and 
of the same generation as Ringhals 3. The thermal power output is 
2775 MW and the electrical output is 915 MW net.

The Reactor Containment is designed for a pressure up to 
0.4 MPa and during operation it is filled with nitrogen gas. A system 
for filtered venting is automatically connected to the containment 
via a rupture disc in order to prevent the release of radioactivity in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident. 

The Reactor Core consists of 157 fuel elements. The total fuel 
cycle is five years on average. The reactor power is controlled by 
48 control rods and by adjusting the boron content in the primary 
system coolant. 

The Turbine Plant consists of two separate trains. Each train con-
sists of one dual axial flow high-pressure turbine, three dual axial flow 
low-pressure turbines and a generator, all mounted on one shaft. The 
stators and the rotors of the generators are water-cooled.

The Electric Power System consists of four separate trains. 
The unit is connected to the national high voltage grid through 
separate 400 and 130 kV lines. Emergency power is supplied by 
four diesel generators.

The collective dose during the outage was 
0.48 manSv.

13th-15th September: Shutdown of turbine 
41 due to a water leak in the generator rotor 
cooling system.

23rd-24th September: Transfer to house 
turbine operation in connection with loss 
of the external grid (a major electrical fai-
lure over southern Sweden), together with 
reduction of the reactor output to 50 % due 
to excessive axial power distribution in the 
reactor core. A second transfer to house tur-
bine mode occurred during the afternoon, 
in connection with reconnection to the 
400 kV grid.

6th-8th December: Shutdown of turbine 41 
due to rapidly rising moisture concentration 
in the generator. This was found to be due 
to a leak in a pipe connection in the rotor 
cooling water system.

12th December: The National Grid Autho-
rity ordered a reduction to 400 MW due to 
transmission limitations in the west coast sec-
tion of the grid after faults on the 400 kV 
line from Kilanda to Horred.

DURING THE YEAR

–   No output power reductions due to natio-
nal power balance requirements occurred 
during the year.

–   Coastdown operation in the interests of 
fuel economy resulted in non-utilisation 
of a possible output production of 
10.5 GWh, equivalent to about 0.5 days’ 
full-power output.

REACTOR SCRAMS

No reactor scrams from the critical reactor 
state have occurred during the year.
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SPECIAL REPORTS

Inadequately rated thermal 
mixers in the feed water 
system, Barsebäck 2

Summary
Barsebäck 2 had to be shut down in 
January 2003 when serious flow and 
pressure problems occurred in the two 
feed water lines to the reactor. The fi rst 
indications had been received as long ago 
as November 2002, when operators no-
ticed a slowly rising pressure trend after 
the feed water pumps and unbalanced 
fl ow distribution between the two lines. 
A further, lesser fl ow redistribution was 
noted in December, and a more marked 
redistribution in January 2003. The plant 
management then decided to shut down 
the plant. Internal inspections revealed 
that two ‘thermal mixers’ had failed: 
large pieces had been carried along by 
the fl ow and become caught in the con-
nections in to the reactor, while smaller 
pieces had managed to travel further, and 
were found among the fuel rods in the 
reactor core.

The purpose of the blenders is to mix 
the feed water, which is normally at a 
temperature of 185 °C, with the hotter 
flow from the reactor’s residual heat 
removal and cleaning systems. They are 
designed in such a way as to even out 
the temperature variations in the pipes, 
thus reducing the risks of cracking or 
pipe failure. 

The particular mixers concerned were 
of a new design, and had been installed 
during the 2002 refuelling outage. Howe-
ver, it turned out that the design was not 
suffi ciently robust: the manufacturer’s 
design calculations and tests of the new 
mixer design were insuffi cient. A contri-
butory cause for the event was weaknes-
ses in the checking and approval system 
operated by the power station.

An important lesson of the event was 
provided by the manner in which the ma-
nagement of the power station dealt with 
the event and decided to continue opera-
tion. According to the Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate (SKI), shutdown of 
the plant was unnecessarily delayed, 
which therefore reduced the ability to 
fi nd out what had happened. SKI has 
criticised the plant’s safety culture, pro-

cedures and methods of working, and 
particularly its application of the ‘duty 
of care’ principle, that is of bringing 
the reactor to a safe condition when 
there is not a complete understanding 
of what has happened. The procedures 
for supplier assessment and scrutiny of 
function procurements have now been 
improved.

Background
Mixing cooled and hot water is a diffi cult 
area in water-cooled reactors. 25 years’ 
experience show that cracks and pipe 
failures due to temperature variations 
tend to occur in pipes at mixing points. 
There is constant development, aimed at 
improving not only the materials used, 
but also the designs of mixers, in order 
to reduce temperature variations.

The main feed water system at Bar-
sebäck consists of two lines, supplied 
from three 50 % capacity feed pumps. 
Two pumps are in operation for full reac-
tor output. The normal system pressure 
is about 78.5 bar, with a flow rate of 
450 kg/s in each line. The thermal mixers 
are installed inside the reactor contain-
ment, after the internal isolating valves 
(check valves). In other words, they are 
not accessible during operation, as the 
reactor containment is then fi lled with 
nitrogen.

The two feed water lines split into four 
branches inside the reactor containment, 
each fitted with a manually operated 
isolating valve (service valve). Inside 
the reactor pressure vessel, the water is 
mixed in four feed water distributors.
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Picture 1 Principal diagramme of feedwater and auxiliary feedwater system.
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An auxiliary feed water system is used 
when operating at low powers, up to 
about 5 %. It is connected to a pre-mixer, 
and then on into feed water line 1.

Description of the event
On completion of the 2002 refuelling 
outage, during which the new thermal 
mixers were fitted, the plant was brought 
back into service in accordance with nor-
mal procedures. Operation was normal, 
without problems, until 10th-11th No-
vember, when the control room person-
nel noted a slowly rising pressure after 
the feed water pumps. It was also seen 
that the flow in line 2 was about 20 kg/s 
higher than in line 1. This change occur-
red without affecting operation, and ap-
parently without cause. This slight flow 
imbalance between the two lines was 
not unique: similar events have occurred 
during previous operating seasons.

Flow conditions changed suddenly on 
23rd December, so that it was now the 
flow in line 1 that was about 20 kg/s hig-
her than in line 2. A somewhat greater 
imbalance of the flows in the two feed 
water lines occurred a little less than 

two weeks later, on 3rd January, when 
the flow in line 1 increased to 500 kg/s 
while that in line 2 fell to 400 kg/s. This 
substantial flow imbalance generated 
an alarm for suspected incorrect flow 
measured values in the core monitoring 
system. The plant’s operational manage-
ment then decided to reduce the flow 
in line 1 by closing one valve to 50 % in 
order to ensure that the core monitoring 
system operated correctly.

When considering the causes of the 
flow changes, it was suspected that some 
form of ‘throttling’ was occurring in the 
feed water lines after the inner isolating 
valves, that is inside the reactor contain-
ment. The pressure drop between the 
feed water pumps and the reactor pres-
sure vessel had increased from 8.5 bar to 
12.5 bar, that is about 50 %.

The plant was shut down on 16th 
January, and inspection found that the 
inner pipes in the static mixers had bro-
ken away from their fastenings in the 
outer pipes, and the parts had been car-
ried along into the reactor by the flow. It 
was decided to manufacture new mixers, 
using the basic design that had previously 

been used. The shutdown lasted 51 days, 
until 7th March, when Barsebäck 2 was 
again resynchronised with the grid.

The subsequent cause-of-damage ana-
lysis that was carried out found that there 
were defects in the design of the mixers, 
such that the liner tubes could flutter and 
come loose from their fastenings.

After the annual refuelling outage, the 
plant was not allowed to restart. The Nuc-
lear Power Inspectorate (SKI), which had 
carried out an in-depth analysis of the 
event, ordered the plant to check and im-
prove its system for responding to events. 
This took about two months, and inclu-
ded not only the quality management 
system but also an overall level in instruc-
tions and procedures at the operational 
level. Procedures for supplier assessment 
and scrutiny of function procurements 
have been improved. In addition, person-
nel have received training and practice in 
dealing with events.

Safety significance
The feed water system helps to protect 
the reactor core against overheating in 
the event of minor accidents by ensuring 
a supply of water to the reactor. In the 
event of somewhat more serious acci-
dents, such as pipe failures, it helps to 
reduce the pressure in the reactor down 
to the level at which the emergency coo-
ling system can deliver water. If neces-
sary, the auxiliary feed water system can 
supply water to the reactor in order to 
maintain the water level in the reactor 
pressure vessel. The residual heat remo-
val system has no safety function.

All systems operated as intended, and 
there was no risk of a total blockage in 
practice. However, the event did reveal 
general shortcomings in the plant safety 
culture - ‘safety thinking’ at various levels 
in the organisation and coordination of 
the duties and responsibilities of various 
departments. This manifested itself 
primarily in application of the duty of 
care principle, (bringing the reactor to 
a safe state when something not fully 
understood had occurred) which meant 
that it was not either possible properly 
to assess the potential consequences 
during continued operation after 3rd 
January 2003.

A  Sleeve
B   Thermal lining
C  Pipe fitting

D  Supports
E   Fastenings 

Figur 2 The thermal mixer that broke.
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Incorrectly set neutron flux 
monitoring, Oskarshamn 1
This event occurred at the end of Decem-
ber 2002, but was not analysed and dealt 
with until the first half of 2003.

Background
Neutron flux is a measure of the reactor 
power in a nuclear power reactor.  The 
neutron flux measurement system mo-
nitors the reactor power, from the shut-
down reactor state up to full power.

The neutron flux measurement system 
actually consists of two systems, with 
different measurement ranges.  When the 
reactor is started, its power is monitored 
by the Wide Range Monitoring system 
(WRM) which normally measures the 
power output range from shutdown reac-
tor (0%) to 10 % power.  As the power 
rises, measurement is taken over by the 
Average Power Range Monitoring system 
(APRM), which has a normal measure-
ment range from 5 to 125 %.

The WRM system monitors the rate of 
change of the neutron flux, in order to 
avoid excessive output power increases 
at low power levels when the reactor 
temperature is being raised. 

If the rate of change becomes too 
high, the following automatic functions, 
which are monitored by the WRM sys-
tem, operate:

1)  Blocking of control rod withdrawal 
(the S-chain).  The S-chain prevents 
control rods from being withdrawn 
if the doubling time is less than 20 
seconds.

2)  Delayed scram.  A scram signal will be 
generated if the doubling time is less 
than 10 seconds, although it in turn is 
subjected to a 10-second time delay.

3)  Instantaneous scram.  An instanta-
neous scram will occur if the doubling 
time is less than 3 seconds.

Description of the event
During restarting after RA1-MOD, the 
reactor temperature was raised in the 
normal manner by the reactor operator 
withdrawing control rods from the core 
and thus increasing the reactor output.  
Neutron flux monitoring by the WRM 

system showed a normal rate of change, 
but a reactor scram suddenly occurred 
due to high reactor power.

This scram was a surprise as there had 
been no greater indications of high rate 
of change (short doubling time) or acti-
vation of the start blocking chain (the 
S-chain).  Monitoring by the WRM sys-
tem did not operate as intended, but was 
taken over by the APRM system when 
the reactor output exceeded 5 %, resul-
ting in generation of a scram command. 

Causes
The WRM system was installed in 1998, 
but had not previously been connected 
so that it had authority, but was tested in 
parallel with an older monitoring system.  
In other words, it had been tested for over 
four and a half years, without any faults 
in the equipment having been found.

The fault was found to be incorrect 
calculation of the doubling time in the 
WRM system. This fault had been intro-
duced right at the design stage of the 
equipment, with the signal having been 
designed to process period time rather 
than doubling time.

This meant that the reactor output was 
increasing more rapidly than the operator 
(and the protective functions) was aware, 
as the doubling time and the period time 
had been confused.

The conclusion is that the WRM part 
of the neutron flux measurement system 
(System 531) had not been sufficiently 
verified, despite the fact that the equip-
ment was tested in parallel with the old 
equipment (SIRM).  As a result, Oskars-
hamn1 is reviewing its procedures for 
testing and verification in connection 
with the design and installation of new 
equipment.

Safety significance
The event did not have any nuclear 
safety consequences, as the scram had 
been generated by the APRM monito-
ring system as intended, and the scram 
in turn initiated the expected automatic 
functions.

The design of safety systems – in this 
case, monitoring the neutron flux in the 
reactor – is based on redundancy and 
diversification.  This means that nuclear 
power plants incorporate a multitude of 
barriers.  In this case, the design of the 
neutron flux monitoring system is such 
that, if a fault occurs in one system, an-
other one takes over monitoring.

Facts
Doubling time
Time for power to increase by a factor 2.

Period time
Time for power to increase by a factor 2.7.
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Picture 3 Neutron flux detectors location in the core.
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Exceeding the Maximum 
Permitted Limit Value 
(MPLV) for temperature 
changes in the reactor pres-
sure vessel, Oskarshamn 3

Summary
On 23rd September, a reactor scram of 
Oskarshamn 3 was manually initiated 
in response to low water level in the 
condenser.

Five minutes later, a fault occurred in 
the Horred switching station, close to the 
Ringhals nuclear power plant. 

As a result, the Swedish grid collapsed, 
plunging Sweden into darkness south of 
a line between Varberg and Norrköping, 
together with Sjælland and Bornholm in 
Denmark. 857 000 subscribers (10 mil-
lion kWh) lost their supply in Sweden. 
After five hours the grid was restored.

As no power was available from the 
grid for Oskarshamn 3, the main circu-
lation pumps, which provide internal 
circulation of the water in the reactor 
tank, stopped. When the supply from the 
grid was restored, the unit commenced 
its restarting procedure, which included 
the residual heat removal system and the 
reactor’s main circulation pumps.

The residual heat removal system 
supplies cold water to the bottom of the 
reactor tank, where it is used for cooling 
and cleaning the control rod drives. The 
convection-powered natural circulation 
flow in the reactor pressure vessel was 
insufficient to mix the cold water being 
pumped in via the decay heat cooling 
system with the rest of the water in the 
tank. As a result, a layer of cold water 
built up at the bottom of the pressure 
vessel.

When the main circulation pumps 
were restarted, they delivered hot water 
to the bottom of the pressure vessel, 
resulting in a rapid rise of temperature 
and generation of a Maximum Permit-
ted Limit Value alarm. Investigations and 
tests, intended to determine whether the 
system or materials of the pressure vessel 
had been adversely affected, were carried 
out between 23rd September and 14th 
November.

Description of events
Maintenance work had been carried out in 
a reverse flushing tank in the condensate 
filtering plant. As part of the process of 
restoring it to service, a Local/Remote 
changeover switch for a valve in the sys-
tem was to be returned to the Remote 
position. Unfortunately, there was a fault 
in the switch, so that when it was turned 
from the Closed position to Remote, it in 
fact switched immediately to the Open 
position. As a result, water started to 
escape from the turbine systems, and the 
condenser started to empty. The opera-
tor quickly turned the switch back to the 
Closed position, but the valve stalled in 
an intermediate position and could not be 
fully closed. The valve actuator is pneu-
matically operated, so there is a time delay 
between Open/Close operations in order 
for the air pressure to build up again.

A Low Condenser Level alarm was 
generated after five minutes, which had 
the effect of stopping the condensate 
pumps. When attempting to restart the 
pumps, the main feed water pumps were 
stopped by mistake. As these pumps 
control the water level in the reactor 
pressure vessel, the level in the reactor 
pressure vessel began to fall, making it 
necessary to manually reduce the reactor 
output. 15 seconds later, a reactor scram 
was initiated manually.

When the unit stopped, the loss of its 
1176 MW was made up by an increase 
in hydro power production in northern 
Sweden. Five minutes later, a fault 
occurred in the Horred switching sta-
tion, resulting in a total loss of the grid 
throughout southern Sweden. The fault 
was in a disconnector, which failed due 
to damage to its upper part. It collapsed 
in the middle, falling across another 
phase, causing an arc and a two-phase 
short circuit. 

For Oskarshamn 3, the loss of the grid 
had a number of effects. One of these 
was that all the reactor main circulation 
pumps stopped, as they were supplied 
with power from the grid. Power supplies 
for internal requirements were taken over 
by the emergency diesel generators, and 
the safety systems operated as intended.

When the supply from the grid was 
restored after almost one and a half 
hours, the decay heat cooling system 

was restarted. Shortly afterwards, the 
cleaning and purging flow to the control 
rod drives was started, together with 
the cleaning water system to the main 
circulation pumps and the residual heat 
removal system pumps.

When, in accordance with applicable 
instructions, two of the eight main circu-
lation pumps were restarted almost three 
hours after restoration of the supply 
from the grid, a maximum permitted 
limit value (MPLV) alarm was genera-
ted for reactor water high temperature 
derivative. Water at a considerably higher 
temperature than that in the bottom of 
the RPV had been pumped from the 
downcomers through the lower part of 
the RPV, causing the temperature there 
quickly to rise to about 260 °C, and then 
stabilising at 275 °C. 

The MPLV condition for maximum 
temperature derivative is 70 °C for two 
minutes, which was therefore exceeded at 
the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel.

The reason for the high temperature 
difference between the water in the 
downcomers and that at the bottom of 
the RPV was that, while the main circu-
lation pumps were out of operation, 
over 100 m³ of water at 57 °C had been 
supplied to the reactor pressure vessel for 
cooling the control rod drives, reducing 
the temperature at the bottom of the 
RPV to a low of 136 °C.

As a result of the alarm, the reactor was 
reduced to the cold shutdown state.

Causes
Analyses of the effects show that the main 
reason for generation of the MPLV alarm 
and the response to it was to be found in 
shortcomings in the applicable instructions, 
which in turn was due to the fact that this 
particular set of operating conditions had 
not been sufficiently analysed during the 
original design. In addition, experience 
from previous, similar events had not been 
sufficiently absorbed within OKG.

Safety significance
After an extensive investigation, lasting 
for seven weeks, it was noted that no 
adverse effects had occurred to systems 
or the reactor pressure vessel. O3 was 
restarted on 14th November.
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ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IN SWEDEN 2003
During 2003, total electricity production in Sweden amounted to 132.0 TWh, which 
is less than the figure of 143.4 TWh for the previous year.

After a couple of very cold weeks at the beginning of the year, the spring of 2003 
was warmer than usual. Although the spring flood was normal, the hot summer and 
early autumn resulted in unusually low precipitation to the reservoirs. At the end of 
the year, when the reservoirs should normally have been about 70 % full, they were 
only 54 % full. Hydro power produced a total of 53 TWh, which is 20 % less than in 
2002, and very much less than in 2001, when hydro power produced 78.6 TWh.

Nuclear power production amounted to 65 TWh, which is a normal production 
level, and which must be seen against the background of both Oskarshamn 3 and 
Baresbäck 2 having been shut down for longer periods for investigations etc. Wind 
power production increased somewhat (2 %) to 0.6 TWh, while other thermal 
power production supplied 13 TWh.

The very low hydro power production resulted in a record-high import of electri-
city. The net import for 2003 was 14 TWh, which can be compared with 5.3 TWh 
in 2002. For further comparison, it can be mentioned that, in 2001, Sweden had a 
net export of 7.4 TWh. For the Nordic countries as a whole, net importation during 
2003 was 17 TWh.

Total electricity use in Sweden during 2003 was somewhat lower than during 
2002, amounting to 146 TWh as against 148.8 TWh. 

The above figures are based on preliminary production and consumption details, 
released by Svensk Energi. More detailed figures are available in their Annual 
Report.
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Low power demand

Coastdown

Loss of energy production
planned

ENERGY UTILIZATION
(Capacity)

UNIT CAPABILITY
FACTOR

PRODUCTION
POTENTIAL

  

   

Corresponding to the UNIPEDEs classification
"Statistical Terminology Employed in the Electrical Supply Industry"
Etg/En Unit capability factor (UNIPEDEs definition No. 4.6.03.f)
Ed/En Energy utilization factor (UNIPEDEs definition No. 4.5.01)
En Maximal producable energy with maximal capacity during total time in a
                   specific period.
Ed Actual produced energy within a certain period.
Etg Maximal producable energy with available capacity within a certain period.

ÅR-98-047-E

Loss of energy production
unplanned

Off-Site Impact Degraded Defence 
 

 

             

Level

N o  s a f e t y  s i g n i f i c a n c e

ÅR-00-048-E

INESbild

7
Major

Accident
6

Serious
Accident

5
Accident with
Off-Site Risk

4
Accident with-
out significant

off-site risk

3
Serious
Incident

2
Incident

1
Anomaly

0
Deviation

Major Release. Widespread
health and environmental
effects
Significant Release.
Countermeasures fully
implemented

Limited Release.
Countermeasures
partially implemented

Minor Release.
Public exposure up to
prescribed limits

Very Small Release.
Public exposure at fraction
of prescribed limits

Severe damage to reactor
core and radiological
barriers

Significant damage to reactor
core/barriers/fatal exposure
of workers

Severe spread of
contamination/acute health
effects to workers

Significant spread of
contamination/over-
exposure of workers

Near accident.
No safety layers
remaining

Incident with significant
failures in safety
provisions

Anomaly beyond the
authorised operating
regime

On-Site Impact

ÅR-00-049-E

(3 FWP)

2 AFWP

50%

(3 FWP)

50%

4 LPCSP

2 AFWP 

M
(8 RRP)

400kV

130kV

6kV

(6kV)

GAS

DG DGDG DG

N2

HP LP

Reactor Containment

Reactor Cooling Systems

Electric Supply

Safety systems have a bold typeface and
operational systems have an italic typeface

   Type of containment, condensation pool and atmosphere.
Pressure relief systems for the reactor and the containment

Operation:

Safety
systems: 

FWP 
RRP 
RCP 
FWP 
AFWP 
HPCSP 
LPCSP 
LPCCP 
HPSIP 
LPSIP 
RHRP 
ACC

Turbine Systems

HPRT
HP 
LP 

External power supply:

Internal backup supply:

2- or 4-subdivisions
 = Ext. power grid 130-400kV
 = Ext. aut power grid 70-130kV
 = Dieselbacked busbars 6-10kV

= Feedwater pumps
= Reactor recirculation pumps
= Reactor coolant pump (PWR)
= Feedwater pumps
= Aux feedwater pumps
= High pressure core spray pumps
= Low pressure core spray pumps
= Low pressure core coolant pumps
= High pressure injection pumps
= Low pressure injection pumps 
= Residual heat removal pumps
= Accumulator tank (PWR)

 = High pressure turbine, single- or double radial
 = High pressure turbine, single- or double axial
 = Low pressure turbine, single- or double axial

CSP = Containment Spray Pumps

ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION – DEFINITIONS

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR EVENT SCALE – INES

CHARACTERISTICS

The International Nuclear Event Scale 
has been developed by IAEA as a format 
of assessment and information of nuclear 
events. Events in Swedish nuclear power 
plants are reported via the Swedish Nu-
clear Power Inspectorate to IAEA and 
foreign events are reported in the other 

direction. The levers 1 to 3 are events 
and level 4 to 7 are emergencies with 
environmental impact.

Example

The Chernobyl accident 1986 was rated 
as 7. Harrisburg 1979 was rated as 5.
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